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**Gyansagar Report on COVID-19 and Foundation Week of Gyansagar** 

 

Hail without the hailstorm, 

Corona is hitting every norm. 

 

In this critical hour, when the increasing numbers of  positive cases are a threat to the world, it is 

the duty for every living being to support each other following some basic cleanliness and social 

distancing. This hour requires more of a strong immunity system along with a healthy 

environment. To maintain all of it, the social wing of NITS, Gyansagar, floated on the surface 

once again. 
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We started with the donation as of the initial point. People are running out of resources and 

among all, the poor people are unable to afford the basic shield required, the mask. We 

collected money from the Gyansagar members and other students from the college and with the 

support of our faculty advisors, we carried on Mask Distribution Program in a district 
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ofKanupur named Sikandra. Till now 2500 mask we have donated in the surrounding villages 

and planning to extend this novel work in the most effected part of india.  

 

 

 
 

Maintaining the virtue and also that the foundation day of Gyansagar was on the door, we 

carried on another campaign to spread awareness and also to gather resources for the 

underprivileged ones.  

Raising the banner as 'Salam-e-Warriors', the Gyansagar members organized a very successful 

foundation week. A number of online competitions were organized engaging dance, singing, 

poetry, monoact and painting. There was a quiz too for the enthusiastic buds around us. All the 
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events had a total prize money of Rs 10000. One interesting aspect was the names of the 

events:- 

•Nachde ne 

•Sa re ga ma 

•poem-e-mehfil 

•elm-e-natak 

•Quiddle it out. 

Being an online event, the judgement was equally divided into content quality and the 

likes&shares in the social platform.  

It was our privilege and good fortune that despite of notifying about the events one day before 

the week started, we managed to harbour 150+ entries from different parts of the country and 

also from some needy ones. Our motive was to encourage the talented yet not granted ones to 

come forward and we are blessed to have a good participation from them as well.  

With a rigorous hard work and full-fledged dedication, Gyansagar turned 9 on 23rd of May'20 

and we successfully completed our foundation week with enormity in all the events. 

 

Nachde Ne:  

A dance competition Dedicated to our Corona Warriors under Salaam E Warriors saw major 

attraction as many underprivileged Students came forward to participate. 
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Sa Re Ga Ma: 

A Music competition Dedicated to our Corona Warriors under Salaam E Warriors not only saw 

major attraction from College but many other colleges and underprivileged Students came 

forward to participate. 
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Poem-E-Mehfil: 

Online poem Writing and Poem Reciting Competition saw one of the maximum Participant 

coming forward to showcase their skills. 
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Painting: 

Online Painting Competition saw maximum Entries which were dedicated to our brave Corona 

Warriors and truly justified our theme of Saalam-E-Warrior. 
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Quiddle It Out: 

Online Quiz + Riddle Competition to spread awareness about CoronaVirus was one of our 

major success as it saw footfall of massive 51 Participant. 
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Thank You. 

 

-Team Gyansagar 


